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ABSTRACT

The Search for Elevation through Education and
Knowledge (SEEK) experience at Queens College has been a hectic and
strained undertaking, culminating in a confrontation between black
and white students which gained national attention. The white
community at Queens reacted negatively towards SEEK students,
faculty, and counseling staff. The frustration of the black and
Puerto RiCati community was the result of almost three years of coping
with racism, tndyetary mismanagement, and a dearth of black courses
and teachers, and was aggravated by organizational changes which were
seen as a move to destroy the SEEK program. This led to the
formulation of the black and Puerto Rican Student-Faculty-Counselor
Coalition. The Coalition outlined proposals designed to improve the
quality of education. Deronefrations were planned to force the
college to negotiate in good faith, but most of the efforts to
improve education were frustrated. Black educational complexes are
the only alternative to poor education of black people. (Not
available in hard copy due to marginal legibility of original
document.) (Authet/Dh)
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This monograph is another in a series of occasional papers on
urban issues to be prepared and published by tke institute for Community Studies. The views reflected in ibis monograph do not represent any policy of Queens College,
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE .
The Institute for Community Studies, Quetne College, serves as a link between Ole
urban university and the urban community. 'De Institute brings to bear the intellectual
resources of th,t, university to the problems of urban society. while bringiug the urban
community in touch with the world of the university.

As such, the institute offers the wban community research Ind technical expertise.
Within the university, the Institute offers educational programs in urban studies: Credit
courses in urban affairs An sponsored by the Institute; as are adult education courses

on topical uttan issues. In addition, the Institute holds workshops in the community,
university conferences on urban topics, and training programs for citizens.
The institute publishes a monthly publication, COMMUNITY, reviewing current
developments in urban studies, and occasional monographs, COMMUNITY ISSUIIS,
analyzing topical urban issues.
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The SEEK Program: A SEEK Student's View
by 1044 Robinson
lakif Robinson ION member of she SEEK propos et 1211MI College, CU.N.Y.
gmlseiloog its the :homer of 1970. He received 1001,71ff rcboloribips to she thelverriiy
of Madrid sod Liberia eta Gb.soki end worked ere Resurcb Miami et she
The City University has historically always been a haven for middle-class white
students. I can vividly remember being told that City University rated just below the
Ivy League schools. Queens College, City College and Brooklyn College were New York's
answer to Harvard, Yale and Brown. Thus, to maintain high standards, the entrance
into the City University senior colleges were usually difficult, particularly for "minority
students". Despite the fact that a log. Black community is about 20 minutes away horn
()wens College, there still existed a bare minims n of black faces on the campus (some
800 out of 27,000).

New York State attempted to ameliorate this wretched condition by the creation
of the SEEK program (Search for nitration, Education and Knowledge). The frogram
officially began in 1966 with approximately $i million from de State Legislature. Its
aim was to assist minority students from poverty areas of New York City to gain ad.
mission to the City University.
Realising that many of the students coming from black and Puerto Rican cot:muftities were "edocationally crippled" primarily because of the poor quality of the education
and teachers found in the Black and Puerto Rican communities, the conceivers of the

program envisioned SZEK as a renews to cure the educational deficiencies of blacks
and Puerto Ricans end to produce students capable of handling "college level" work, and
thus eventually obtaining a college degree.

The SEEK program was initiated as separate entities in three senior colleges:
City, Brooklyn and Queens. The centralisation of SEEK began in 1967; and by 1968 the

program had spread to seven senior colleges and several community colleges within
the City University. The program had grown horn a few hundred students to more than
c=, 4,000 by 1969. The unique features of SEEK include tutorial aid lot students who eiow

e) deficiency! in Math, English, Science, or any other course 'he student may have
wolf

D

difficul.'es with Stipend cheeks provide the students with much needed financial aid,
end the classes ate kept small to facilitate the learning meets.
Students for the program are recruited (rote Nack and Puerto Rican communities
and schools hem high school age until they are in their 301 They ere admitted with

any type of diploma general, academic, vocational or equivalency certificates. Usually,
those accepted Into the program, on the basis of their high school performance, would
not have ordinarily been admitted to college. Books, student fees, and educational supplies are peld foe by the program.

The ethnic composition is mainly black and Puerto Rican (70% Blade and 2096
Puerto Rican and 10% other
white and Chinese). In addition,
lay June 1969, the City College program had admitted 109 SEEK students
to regular status as candidates for the baccalaureate degree. Semester by
semester, the number of SEEK students achieving regular status has increased. At ibis rate, the program, rbotrld prodve. a gradaation rate of 33
40% of its tottering CUM]. This percentage must be compared with the

general graduation rate throughout the nation of 50% of those who enter
college. hi Atli, the .CEEK rtwelettn, views of whom war really eligible for

collegeArre a sward rate which will be 80% of that of all college soudents throe/shoo the cOrogry.ffi

However, what was officially placed on paper to be the goals and the achievements of the
incongruous program and the rhetoric being espoused by the University administrators

about helping blacks and Puerto Ricans obtain a college education and what was
actually happening in SEEK, particularly at Queens College, were two phenomena.
The SEEK experience at Queens College has been a hectic and strained undertaking,
from the first time black and Puerto Rican students entered Queens culminating with
a physical confrontation t.,:arren black and white students which gained national uteri.
ton. The white community at Queens reacted negatively towards SEEK students, faculty
and counseling staff.

In the Spring of 1967, the official Campus publication, Phoenix, reported that SEEK
students held an orgy in one of the student houses off.ampus. The "orgy", reported by
a white woman who lived across the street from the student house, was nothing more
than a student party held early in the evening.

Nevertheless, the white faculty and student body did not hesitate to object to the
small influx of black and Puerto Rican students who they automatically labeled as "in.
feria". Some students, who displayed extraordinary academic ability, were given low
grades by racist Queens College faculty members because black students in the opinion
of the faculty were nor supposed to achieve high atedetnk standards at the College.
Queens College, in general, never made the blacks and Puerto Ricans feel welcome
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at the College, It was u though their private domain had been invaded. Soma! students
became disillusioned with this blatant racism that was evident at 'be College, and as a
result, they decided to leave the College.
In the SEEK program itself there was a strong desire for more black and Puerto
Rican instrmors. Many of the white instructors were viewed as paternalistic, and many
enlisted into the program with missionary attitudes towards the students. When the
students complained of the small number of black and Puerto Rican instructors, they

were told by the director that it was difficult to recruit black instructors. (When a
black student organization, "Black Concern", approached the College, through the Dean
of Faculty's office, about hiring more black instructors the College reflected similar send
merits. )

Because of these and other reasons, the drop-out rates at Queens College were
among the highest in the City University:

"The withdrawal rate of students in the Queens SEF',K program was
34.1% for the students entering 9/66; 55.% for the class enteritis., 2/61;
35.5% for the class entering 9/67. "' (Figures compiled during Spring,
1968).

Thus, the frustration of the black and Puerto Rican community at Queens College
was the result of almost three years of coping with racism, both conscious and uncon
cious, from Queens College administration, faculty, and students. The SEEK program
was inconvenienced because of budgetary mismanagement and a total dearth of courses
and teachers that dealt with the black experience. Consequently, the situation at Queens
was only aggravated by a decision by the City University resolving that SEEK at
the various college become a department, thus incorporating the SEEK program directly
into the College structure.

The black and Puerto Rican community at q,..)eens regarded this step as a direct
affront because of the history and nature of Queens College in the past. They viewed
this as a move that would totally destroy the SEEK program, because it placed greater
control and decision making power in the hands of the my people who were so strongly
against everything that SEEK represented to black and Puerto Rican students.
This move made by the City University to make SEEK a department in the College
prompncl the solidifying of forces between the existing black and Puerto Rican otganitations to deal with the problems that had reached crisis proportions. It was decided
that each black and Puerto kiesa student organization send its president re chairman
'Pres.:0A t. Sot lb& keettsdre0 the SEEK.
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along with its black faculty and counselor representatives. Thus the black and Puerto
Rican Student.Paculty-Counselor Coalition was formed. With a cross-section of the stu
dent leaders, faculty and not:nselors there would be a large student representation, and
teacher and counselor involvement was assured.
The primary goal of the Coalition was to create a viable and strong program that
addressed itself to the educational needs of the Black and Puerto Rican people. One
point that cannot be contested Is that the SEEK program at Queens College was not
serving the educational needs of the students it was created to serve. Therefore, the Co.
alition outlined proposals that were designod to improve the quality of education that
was definitely lacking in the program. Among the most Important were:

(1) Enrollment must be re-opentel to all ttudents with a Ugh school diploma
or its equivalency. That is, not only recent high school graduates but
Brothers and Sisters right off the street.

(2) All SEEK students must be allowed to take a full course load (of SEEK
courses) with at least 12 credit hours per semester.
(3) There must be more Black and Puerto Rican teachers in the program because
they are better able to relate to students and their needs as they provide a
positive visible model.
(4) Emphasis must be placed upon giving students courses that are relevant to
the Black and Puerto Ric-an experience as opposed to the white experience
alooe.

(5) There must be more studentfaculty participation rs bona Me members on
all levels and phases of the SEEK program will be open and above board!
All of the above were dependent upon two important prerequisites: (1) the removal
of the director of the SEEK program who was white and replacing him with a Black
director and (2) nothing less than complete autonomy for the SEEK program at Queens.
One point that must be made clear is that the Coalition was not demanding the resign*.
tion of the director primarily because of skin color. This charge was repeated by all of
the major newspapers in the City, and it was intended to distort the red issues involved.
The director was judged based upon his merit his color was secondary, his record spoke
for itself.
The following reasons were documented by the Coalition why the immediate resignation of the director was demanded:
( t) "Duck% the holidays of the 1967-68 school year students wee asked out to

triplet% tassire &a= kiettiVe=gtsiorttekite=
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pick up their checks unless they "really ceeded them." Students agreed to
Mr. Mulholland's proposal for working out this crisis. HOVICVet, neither the

students not any other member of SEEK were told what happened to the
funds In the first place which brought about the crisis.

(2) In Spring, 1968, students were asked to accept a cut In their stipends in
order to help Mr. Mulholland bstance his budget.

(3) School Au forced to close two weeks early In Spring 1968 because there
were no funds available for student expenses.
(4) He had been dishonest in his dealings with students and faculty. Mr. Mule
holland told the faculty of SEEK in an offidal staff meeting which was the
only meeting called this semester, that SEEK might be absorbed into the
regular Queens College structure. When confronted with this fact Mr. Mule
holland, Dean Hartle and President McMurray considered the repot: of the
absorption a "wild rumor."
(5) He has grossly distorted the operation of the program to the Central Office
of the SEEK program. He claims thu the program is a success yet statistics
show otherwise.

6) He has misrepresented the policy of the Central Director of SEEK with re
spect to professional qualifications requisite for employment, salaries, and
contracts.

(7) The entire administration and clerical staff is still completely white. This
ItAudes the Assistant Director for Faculty, Director of QAmseling and Di.
rector of nutting. There are no black or Puerto Rican secretaries not other
clerical stilt
(8) An "overwhelmingly" white staff has taught SEEK students since the program's Inception. He has refused to hire any Puerto Rican teachers.

(9) SEEK students had to confront Mr. Mulholland in order to get the few
Black teachers we now have. M soon as they were hired (September, 1968)
plans for submerging the SEEK program vete immediately formed
(10) Mr. Mulholland has failed to effectively communicate with SEEK students
and faculty. General student body meetings were called only during a crisis
and by the SEEK student government He has not held general faculty meet.

ings to discuss matters concerning the wrens.
(11) Mr. Mulholland has attempted to eksuuct communication and cooperation
between the counseling staff and the Central SEEK office.
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(12) Mr. Mulholland deems it necessary to call meetings when a crisis arises.
(13) Mr. Mulholland has consistently and arrogantly obstructed the effective func-

tioning of the counseling progism.
(14) The tutoring, program has been ineffective. Mr. Mulholland, though aware of
this, has done absolutely welling to correct it. There has been no darifica.
don of the processes of acquiring a tutor. Students seeking tutors have often

been given the runaroand.

(13) Black teachers are arbitrarily harassed by having their book lists cut by the
bookstore which has no financial authority over this matter.
(16) Mr. Mulholland recently attended an AfricanAnnerian curriculum confer.
ence at Atlanta University, lie refused to take black teachers when they r.'quested to go. In fact be did not tell these teachers of this conference until
confronted by them. He has failed to make a report of this conference to
the faculty or students.

(17) Mr. Mulholland has instigated and precipitated mass panic and hysteria
among students by conveying vague and distorted information regarding the
assimilation of SEEK into Queens College.

(18) Since the present crisis Mr, Mulholland and his staff have dosed down and
evacuated the SEEK offices and refused to perform certain vital administra
tire functions."'
it was an open insult to have a white former probation officer heading an academic
program of which 90% of its students were black and Puerto Rican. The Coalition was
repeatedly attacked verbally for demanding the resignation of the director. Members of
the Queens College academic community took every opportunity to label the Coalition
as a (Kist organization and they sought to obstruct the activities of the Coalition as much
as possible.

It seems only natural to the Coalition that a program geared primarily foe minority
students should have a minority member as its director. Moreover, the Coalition reasoned,

a predorninandy Black and Puerto WW1 program should have a visible role model to
emulate instead of contimously hiving to see whites in position of authority and lea.
Aship.

The position of the Coalition on autonomy was crystal dm: Since the SEEK program was (unposed mainly of blacks and Puerto Ricans it should be controlled by blacks
an Puerto Ricans, nor by the College or spfaiettd officials of the College. 'The plan of

Prittla ti kit febi !magic* U.
8
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the Coalition therefore, was to have the program under the complete control of the
Black aid Puerto Rican community at Queens.

The white director resigned. A black director appointed it), the Coalition and accepted by the College was chosen. He was a tenured education professor who was to
.serve as Interim director until a permanent director was found. The professor chosen had
shown great empathy for the goals of the Coalition as outlined and he displayed a willing-

ness to cooperate in helping the Coalition to ante a program that served the actors of
the students. (Parenthetically, all of the major administrative actors in this drama no
longer are with college: the original SEEK director, Dean of Faculty, and the President).
With the institution of the Personnel and Budget (P & B) Committees the Coalition brought faculty and students into direct decision making positions. Each subject
area had a P & Et Committee (Math, English, Contemporary Civilization, Communications Arts and Science, Counseling, etc.) that was comprised of instructors from each
subject area and students, both elected by their peers, and one person from the administrative staff, who was to serve as an ex-officio member.

The greatest criticism and attack came as a consequence of the changes being
brought aboct as a result of the Coalition's creation of the P & B cominittees. For the
first time in the history of the City Univetsiy students were given a voice in the admin
istntion of rlAr education and in policy making. What is mote, black students, faculty
and counselors were assuming complete control of their education and the educational
processes.

Among the functions of this united black and Puerto Rican body wets:

(I) The authority to devise all administrative procedures and make all policy
decisions.

(2) The appointment and dismissal of SEEK administrative personnel.

(3) Determining the sources and proper allocation of funds.
(4) The power to select, evaluate, appoint and dismiss all faculty and counseling
personnel.

(5) Bluk and Puerto Rican teachers and counselors shall determine the curriculum, and devise, compile and administet *Wank tests,
In general, the Coalition was tespottsibk for revolutionising the SEEK program so
as to make it more relevant to the needs of the students. However once one realizes the
scope of the task undo/taken by the Coalition one can readily see the 4ifacuky involved
hood To Sr* boa Serototes
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in having a white institution such as Queens College or the Board of Higher Education
accept such farreaching changes in the education of minority students. The changes the
Coalition was fostering were specifically designed to raise the level of consciousness of
blz-k and Puerto Rican students and stimulate them to get an educational experience
that bad meaning for them and their communities.
This point is clearly emphasized in the curriculum proposed by the Coa lidon. One
of the charges brought against the Coalition was that "The main problem is the Coalition's demand to abolish remedial work. The educational reality, however, is that without
such work, SEEK students cannot possibly do well in College!' Nothing could be further
from the truth.
Wbat must be understood is that the SEEK students were burdened with non-credit
"remedial" courses. In the pre-coalition SEEK era students took remedial English, for example, for two semesters. In some instances the second English course was a repeat of
the first one. It was intended to improve the student's writing and knowledge of English
Literature. In reality, however, what happened was that students were spending five and
six hours in remedial courses for no credit and similar courses were being offered by the
College for credit and half the class hours (3 hours instead of 6) were required,

It must also be understood that for many students the work was not "remedial".
Much of what was being taught was new material that some students had never had, the
work was therefore new and not remediaL What the Coalition was opposed to was that
SEEK students would spend a year to a year and a half taking non-credit "remedial"
courses and after that period they had from 0 -3 or 5 credits. (A fact finding committee
from the Board of Higher Education documented that Queens SEEK students had accumulated less credits than any other college in the SEEK program).

At the rate Queens SEEK students were proceeding, it would take from 6-7 years
to have hoped to get a degree. Hence, the Coalition proposed that students be given 12
credits per semester and some of the courses originally designed as "remedial" non-credit
courses were taught for credit. An outline of curriculum follows:

(1) Mathematics SEEK students will receive 3 credits per semester for mathematics E 70-71. It will be taught under SEEK auspices. This course will
satisfy the Mathematics 5 requirement. Students planning to major in mathematics at Queens College should then be admitted to the next advanced
mathematics course. This course is not a repetition of high school mathematics; our students have never had it since 10th and 11th year mathematics
*Solomon Resakk, "Black Power and Education: The SEEK Ihrperieoce at Queen' College", Comnessio hum,
hist:cute for Community Soldier, Quecm College, CU.N.Y.
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are required only if students receive academic diplomas. Most SEEK students

do not have academic diplomas. 01 the entering clan in Spring, 1968 only
8.5% of the SEEK students at Queens College who were full-time students
graduated with academic diplomas.

(2) English

All English courses will be credit courses. English 01 was designed to be remedial. These classes, in fact are not since students are taught

writing skills which they were not taught in higb school. Regular Queens
College students who take 01 courses are required to take only 3 hours,
while SEEK students are required to take 5 hours. The courses English 01
and English 1 will include grammar since students need knowledge of grammar not only for competency in English but to enable them to deal with
foreign languages.

(3) Contemporary Civilization
CC 3 and CC 4 are elective courses in Queens
College but are required for SEEK students thereby using up 6 hours of
elective credit. Both courses were designed as testing grounds for students'
reading and writing skills and to analyze their own environments. CC 1 and
CC 2 are required by Queens College. These two courses deal only with
western philosophy and history. CC1 and CC2 will be taught in the first
year as a comparative history of western ideas to African, Latin American,
Caribbean philosophies with special emphasis on how these relate to the
present social structure.

(4) Science

SEEK students are not allowed to take science during their first
semester at Queens College. During their first year students should be introduced to :cience so that they may dzcide if they nant to work in this discipline. SEEK will offer all basic science ceurses to satisfy the Queens College
requirement. Biolopv 10; Chemistry 9 and 10; Physics 10; and Geology 1

and 2. Science majors taking these courses will then be admitted to the
next advanced course.

(5) CAS.

SEEK students have always had great difficulty in this course. A
higher percentage of SEEK atudents fail or receive low grades in this course
than in any other course. The teachers and the teaching of this comae will
be carefully investigated. The basic content of the course as described in the
Queens College Bulletin would remain unchanged.

The CAS requirement may be satisfied by a course in Film Communications.

The course will be concerned with the art and techniques of visual aids
using the tools of film communications for specific ends -- Documentary,
11

Training, and Educational films. There will be a laboratory component in
which short films will be made.
An elective course will be offered in Advanced Film Communications prin-

cipally concerned with making Documentary, Training and Educations,
Films. Film will be used as a tool of communications for specific ends.,

(6) Languages

The following languages will be taught:

Spanish I and 2
French 1 aad 2
Yoruba (5 semesters)
Swahili (5 semesters)
A Spanish 1 course will be taught for Spanish speaking students with emphasis on writing skills just as English 1 is taught to English speaking stuents Spanish 1 for English speaking students will emphasize oral skills.

(7) Art

The curriculum of the Art Course offered within SEEK will be determined by the BLACK AND PUERTO RICAN STUDENT
FACULTY-COUNSELOR-COALITION. The art requirement for Queens College
will be satisfied by either of the following courses:
I

Introduction to Art

II A Survey of African, Latin American, Caribbean and Afro-American
Art.

III Art Workshop CourseQueens College art workrooms should be opened
to SEEK students. They have not been to date.

(8) Music

All music courses will emphasize Black and Puerto Rican Musk.
Queens College requires students to take one semester of music for 2 credits.

This requirement will be satisfied with e;rher of the following courses:
Music 5 will be taught by SEEK t,:chers with emphasis on black and Puerto

Rican music. Drumming and Dancing, both such an integral part of this
music tradition will be included in ti,lt; course.
Music III and IV a:e courses offered for students who ham a knowledge of
music. They are courses in music literature and style.
Proposal To Save and Strenrheu SEEK.
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Music I and U are courses in music appreciation that essentially Involve
listening and analysis of styles.

(9) Honors and Advanced Courses will be offered within SEEK
THE CURRICULUM OF THE COURSES OFFERED WITHIN SEEK WILL BE
DETERMINED BY THE BLACK AND PUERTO RICAN STUDENT-FACULTYCOUNSELLOR-COALITION

The Coalition never denied that some of the black and Puerto Rican students did
not have "severe educational handicaps" as suggested by one critic. The Coalition
designed the revised curriculum for the purpose of ameliorating these "educational
J

handicaps". If the proposed curriculum is examined carefully we will also see that one of
the purposes of the revised curriculum was to stimulate and motivate the interest of the
student, and not just have the student learn to write or read faster. The purpose of the

revised curriculum was to make the material interesting and relevant to their own
experiences.

Without complete autonomy the outlined proposals were impossible to implement.
Members of the Coalition realized that the resisTince from the College, the Board of
Higher Education and courts combined would render most of the gains and innovations
accomplished completely useless. In order to force the College to begin to negotiate in
good faith the Coalition had planned demonstrations and disruptions of the regular
functioning of the College. There was no occupation of buildings. It was felt that occupation of buildings would have been an open invitation for the police to demonstrate
why they are "New York's Finest".

As a result of the long and hard struggle waged by the Coalition to secure control
of the SEEK program the College refused to relinquish its authority over the program
and they continued to use their power to sabotage any efforts to better the program.
The College obtained a court injunction barring any form of demonstration on the
part of black and Puerto Rican people on Campus. The injunction also forbade any
gathering of students in groups of 3 and 4 (our rights to assemble were r3 nied). Moreover the college admCostration fired a Black math instructor who provided the Coalition
with strong and forceful leadership,

The Board of Higher Education passed an edict which placed greater control of
the program in the hands of the College. Therefore, most of our efforts to better the
quality of education for blacks and Puerto Ricans were frustrated by tb: united actions
of these racist institutions.
13

The Queens College experience has been an Invaluable one, from the standpoint

a student, a future educator, and a Black man. What my four years at Queens has
forced me to realize is that however hard Black pe..ple struggle to bring about educational reform within white Institutions it is to no avail. The Coalition spent months of
Careful planning in the atteript to create a strong and viable program for Black and
Puerto Rican students. Yet, in a matter of days Queens College, the Board of Higher
Education and the legal system had rendered most of our efforts Impotent. Programs
such as SEEK are desigied to serve specific purposes: To integrate predominantly white
institutions and to ease the guilt feelings of some whites who realize that Black people
have been defeated educationally. In all too many cases the needs of the students are
rarely taken into consideration.
The whole concept of education must be changed for Black people. And the only
way this can be done is to create Black educational complexes which address them.
selves to the needs of Black people. Educational institutions (elementary, secondary and
higher education) 'must be erected, evaluated, and perfected by Black people. Programs
such as SEEK are only weak attempts at rectifying the educational wrongs committed

against Black people.
Black educational systems must be instituted to provide identity, purpose, and direction to Black people. White institutions have only succeeded in distorting our values
and superimposing alien and white values upon Black minds. For the most part, education for Black people has only prepared them to accept white collar positions that
inevitably make them lackeys to a Judeo-Christian society. Negro institutions such as
Howard and Fisk are no exceptions, for they are mere facsimilies of white colleges.

Black students must begin to use their education to provide direction to their pea.
pie. Programs such as SEEK will only do what other white institutions have done, that
is, prepare students to become middle class value oriented.
Since most Black students have no alternative but to attend white institutions, we
must be able to extract the technical information available and use it as a tool to create
our own institutions that will be able to disseminate information and knowledge to the
Black masses.

This can only be done on a limited basis because the educational system is in such
turmoil that even white kids are not benefitting from it any longer. And it was created
for their benefit, and not our.. Then what do we do, as Black people, trying to hang
on to an educational system that is obsolete and doesn't even begin to touch on the
problems of black people?
14

Black schools must be multi - dimensional. They must be used to educate black people to the contradictions inherent within the "American Dream", and we must be able
to use black Schools for spiritual development and to provide political awareness, serve
as a socializing agent and raise the level of consciousness in the black community. Since
black people have problems of police harrassment and brutality, they suffer from inhuman living conditions and exorbitant rents, our schools must be gearcti to deal with
these problems as well as provide technical knowledge to complement whatever additional skills may be needed to address ourselves to the educational needs of Black people.

Thus, the educational needs of black people are radically different from the traditional education sought by most white students. Black people have to use their schools
to attack the bastions of white racism and relieve black people from the necessity of
becoming parasites who leech upon poverty programs and welfare instead of seeking independence from their former slave masters. If we look at black populated areas such
as Jamaica and Trinidad, for example, we can see how these and other Caribbean governments allow people to exist as neo-slaves to tourists.' Their entire economy is built
around tourism.
When they are educated their school instructs them on how to be good servants to
the European and Euro-American tourist. These Islands of the Caribbean have predominantly tourist economies. Or take Liberia, for example, where the government is more
concerned with giving the students an "American education" than they are with providing students with knowledge of their indigenous past.
We in the Coalition recognized these truths. We have witnessed how black people
in America have only been educated to serve the interest of white America. This is why
we opposed the concept of "remedial" work, as much as we needed to get students to
know and understand the political, social and economic problems Black people face. What
was more important was what students learned and how they implemented that knowledge to aid in the liberation of black people.
For these reasons, I think that black educational complexes are the only 41ternative
to poor education of black people. To depend on white institutions, is only to continue
to allow ourselves to be miseducated. Though black people have attempted to control
their various communities they have not succeeded because they did not have ultimate
decision making power. Take for example what has happened to the community control
projects in Ocean Hill-Brownsville and at I.S. 201. Once black people began to take steps
+Wm Rodney. The Cron" kw rub My Brotheri, The Bog le-I. Overture Publketionv, London, 1969.
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to assert their authority over the school in their community the Unions, the City and the
State destroyed the effectiveness of the Experimental Districts. Once again black people
lOst in an attempt to control their own lives.

If our schools are not controlled by us then we can never hope to improve the
education of our people. Black people contribute close to $30 billion to the American
economy annually. If we were to boycott various industries for one year we would
be in a position to finance many of our own schools. Programs such as SEEK will no
longer be needed. We will be able to build our much meded schools.
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